


 
FY19 Allocation Increase Request Form 

 
Unit: University Police and Parking Services  Budget Owner: Jason Berthon-Koch 
Budget Owner E-mail Address: jason.berthon-koch@cwu.edu    
FY19 Allocation Increase Amount: $50,000       One-time $50,000 Continuous 
 
 All requests should also include a full itemized budget breakdown for the previous 3 years as well as the 

forecasted budget for FY19.  These will be provided to you by January 10, 2018. 

 Requests shall be no longer than 5 pages, not including the required budget breakdown, the forecasted FY19 
budget or the required cover sheet. 

 Completed Budget Summit PowerPoints, Budget Reports and Allocation Increase Requests are due to Linda 
Hoff by 5:00p.m., January 26, 2018. 

 
1. What will the funds be used for? 

 
This request will assist in obtaining salary equity adjustments for CWU police officers.  In early 

2013, CWU Human Resources provided a salary comparison between CWU PD and other local 

police agencies.  That comparison found that CWU officers are paid below that of other local 

departments.  In 2017, Human Resources again conducted a salary comparison between CWU PD 

and other local police agencies.  The second comparison also found that officers were paid an 

average of $1291 per month less than the average of local agencies.  This does not take in account 

the incentive pay that the other agencies pay.  The average CWU PD officer would make an 

additional $320 per month in incentive pay.  This shows base pay alone is not the only gap that 

we need to adjust for.   

Published surveys and reports show the national average of police officers to student ratio falls 

between 1.4 to 3 depending on several factors.  There seems to be a trend that states that the 

average is 1.8 officers to student ratio.  If that holds true, at CWU we would need to have 19 

officers.  We are currently staffed with 12 officers with one of them on extended military leave 

and two of them attending the police academy.    

Recruiting officers is a difficult task when you are on the lower scale of wages.  Once they are 

recruited it then takes us about one year to get them through the academy and field training 

program, so they can be on their own.  I am concerned that if officer salaries continue to fall 

behind market, we stand a greater chance of losing more officers to other agencies.  We have 

already lost two officers to other agencies and upon their departure they indicated that it was due 

to the difference in wage that they could get at the other agency.  We currently have been able to 

recruit diverse officers and we want to keep them here.  If the past holds true, they are being 



recruited by other agencies at the academy with the emphasis on salary.  This salary equity will 

assist us in retaining those diverse officers.  This funding request will help provide salary equity 

in the amount of $1000 per month to 12 officers.  Between Human Resources and payroll I have 

been advised that it will cost approximately $195,984 per year for the salary increases.  We are 

able to restructure within the police department and contribute approximately $46,000 towards 

the equity alignment.  We would then have the parking fund supply $100,000 towards the equity 

alignment and the request of $50,000 would make up the amount needed.  Having the parking 

fund supply $100,000 is not a sustainable solution but a viable one at this point.   

 
2. How does this use align with the University’s strategic plan?  Specifically, how will these funds 

support one or more of CWU’s core themes? 
a. Teaching and Learning 
                 
b. Inclusiveness and Diversity 

There has been no time in the history of our department that we have had two women and one 

Hispanic officer.  Not only are we excited to have two women on staff we recruited Officer 

Beleche.  Officer Beleche is a great example to all students at CWU of what can be achieved with 

hard work.  He was born in Mexico, came to the US, attended CWU as a Trio student and 

graduated with a degree in law and justice.  In looking at becoming a HSI I believe that it is 

important to recruit and retain individuals of a diverse background.  These funds will be used to 

help us in retaining Officer Beleche and the others.  We have lost two officers recently to other 

agencies locally, and when asked, it was due to the salary inequity.   

c. Scholarship and Creative Expression 

      
d. Public Service and Community Engagement 

      
e. Resource Development and Stewardship 

 
These funds also support the fifth theme by supporting a safe and secure learning environment.   

A theory that I go by is if it’s predictable it’s preventable.  If we don’t fund the salary equity for 

the officers we will end up with a revolving door at your police department.  What does that 

mean to you? Well it would mean that we couldn’t provide the level of service that you have 

come to expect.  We recently had an officer leave the department in November 2016 for the 

stated reason of being able to provide for his family.  We replaced his position on September 1, 

2017.  The new officer left in October to attend the police academy and be back to us in late 

February 2018.  Once they arrive back they go through a field training course in which field 



training officers teach them how we operate.  Once they are complete with that they then are 

allowed to be on their own.  As you can see the time it takes to get a new officer and it’s not the 

same as hiring another position at the University.  Again, if it’s predictable it’s preventable.   

When we talk about other consequences to not funding the police department we would be 

remiss not to mention the perception of safety on campus and how that relates to recruitment 

and retention of our students.  We should be able to agree that as we have safety and the 

perception of safety on campus it is a recruiting tool.  As we all know if it wasn’t for the students 

we wouldn’t have jobs.   

With that in mind the police department has a lot to do with the perception of safety on 

campus.  As we look at the possibility of other officers leaving our institution and the rehire 

process timeframe we would be limited in our ability to: conduct safety presentations, drug and 

alcohol presentations, attend student club meetings, teach the RAD course, attend sporting 

events with students and support the students as we currently do.   

Our police department has conducted five surveys dating back to 2012.  In each of the surveys 

our results were beyond expectations with the current national environment involving policing.  

The most current survey that was conducted by VP of Operations Dr. Han, the police 

department had a ninety-seven percent customer satisfaction from individuals around the CWU 

campus including students.  We have consistently proved that we are a valued department and 

that we have created a culture in this Police Department that no one else has, and everyone 

wants.  If officers leave this department and we end up with the revolving door it will be difficult 

to maintain the culture and level of service that our community desires.   

 
3. What efforts have there been to find these funds within the requesting unit or your VP’s division? 

Include documentation to that effect. 
 

We have been working with Dr. Han to obtain the resources necessary to implement the salary 

equity needed.  Unfortunately, at this point with the efficiency targets that are being requested 

of our division it makes it difficult to locate funds that aren’t being utilized.   

 
4. What funds from within the requesting unit are being allocated towards this effort? 

 
We have allocated approximately $146,000 from our department to the police officer salary 

equity adjustment.  These funds are coming from the Parking Department and the Police 

Department funds.  We will be moving $100,000 from the Parking fund and $46,000 from the 



police fund.  The Police resources are available to us due to a reallocation down of a command 

staff position and not backfilling a position.  The backfill position has been already filled from 

separate funds from the Operations division.   

5. Does the requesting unit have external revenue* or internal reimbursement streams? No If so: 
a) Where does it come from?  

      
b) What efforts have been made to increase the requesting unit’s revenue generation? 

      
c) How much of the unit’s external revenue or internal reimbursement will be devoted towards 

this effort? 

      
*External revenue is generated from products/sales to persons/entities external to the Central community. 

 
6. Did any of the units within the requestor’s division have carry-forward last year? What efforts have 

been made to reallocate these funds towards this effort?  
 
At this time no carry-forward resources are available to us for budget requests.   

 
7. How will this allocation affect CWU faculty, staff and students? How will it impact recruitment and 

retention? 
 

If we were to get this allocation the CWU faculty, staff and students won’t see any difference in 

what we currently have.  The issue is, if we don’t fund this allocation we could see a drop in 

service level that our community has come to expect from us.   

If we were to have the revolving door at our office with a drop in staffing we would prioritize 

calls and we would also be less involved with our community.  Recruiting, hiring and training 

police officers is not like any other position at the University.  It takes us on average one and a 

half years to get an officer hired, trained and on their own.  It should also be noted that the cost 

of the revolving door of officers becomes too great to bear for any budget.  If it’s predictable it’s 

preventable.   

On average, our calls for service have increased 5.25 percent each year since 2010 as noted in 

Table 1 below. This increase has been absorbed by patrol officers even though we have had two 

less officers to assist them with these increases.  This also illustrates how important it is for us to 

retain our officers and continue the culture that we have here at CWUPD.  This increase in call 

volume doesn’t necessarily tell the entire picture of the staff’s involvement.  Officers are giving 

presentations in the residence halls, conducting self-defense courses and presenting in the 

classroom to our students.  If we have officers leave we will be forced to make the decision that 

no-one wants to do, which is, to become less engaged with our students as we will be just 



answering calls.  We consistently hear from the students either in surveys or walking down the 

street that they appreciate the services we provide to them.   

Table 1: Calls for service for CWUPD from 2010-2016 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Source: (Berthon-Koch, 2017).  This table indicates the total number of calls for service taken in a six 

year period for CWUPD. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
As you know we conduct numerous programs within the residence halls, classrooms and offices.  

If staffing levels drop we will be forced to cut the amount of community policing that we do 

throughout the year.  What this means to recruitment and retention at the university is that the 

students won’t be as connected to their police department as they are now.  This has a large 

impact on the perception of safety on campus.  We feel that the high perception of safety on 

campus and continued involvement with our community lends to successful recruitment and 

retention.  I thank you for your time in considering this funding request and should you have 

questions please let me know.  

Respectfully, 

Jason Berthon-Koch 

Chief of Police  
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